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This Is Where I Came In
Dan Scanlan
Lately I’ve been reading about
depleted uranium (DU), how it turns into
fine particulate radioactive engines that
cannot be seen, how they form invisible
dust clouds and travel halfway round the
earth in a matter of four days or so.
Concurrently, I’ve been working
on a song idea, “This Is Where I Came In”,
I haven’t actually put pencil to paper on it,
but I’ve been herding thoughts. The
original idea hinges from the fact that I was
born in the midst of World War II when a
madman was trying to build a planetary
empire with his business and media
buddies, and singling out ethnic and
religious groups as scapegoats to be
eliminated. We’re at the part of the movie
where I came in, seems to me.
Ironically, my reading on DU led
me to a significant memo from a General
Groves who was working on the Manhattan
Project to build the first atomic bomb. The
memo is dated October 30, 1943, the day
after I was born. The memo is significant in
that it not only enumerated the horrors of
depleted uranium, but forecast how it could
be used.
In my own estimation, DU is right
up there with Global Warming and Unending War as the gifts we are leaving to our
progeny. And my would-be song is getting
harder to write.
In this issue of Man Alive! the
theme emerged of men dealing with war and
its aftermath. Paul Steinkoneig offers a
letter from the heart of war-torn Afghanistan. My friend Bill Larsen explains his very
powerful Taste Test he experienced in
Vietnam, a very cogent article for young
men and women facing the economic/
education draft today.
Todd Tibbals tells his story as a
Big Brother, a story that ends with his
young friend signing up for the military.
Donald Jeffries presents his third
in a series of articles critical of certain
aspects of the men’s wellness movement
itself, focusing on the hidden but very real
privileges white men receive. It is not easy
to be critical of a movement you yourself
love and are part of. But soul searching
does not hurt in the long run.
For the past few months I have
been participating in a circle of four
American Indians and three white women.
Continued on Page 11
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A Letter From Afghanistan
Paul Steinkoneig
bumper, stirring up so much dust that we could just glimpse the
Everyday the reports of rocket attacks, kidnappings,
faces of the local people we left behind. The looks on those faces
internet cafe murders, and mosque bombings are frequent and
as we deserted them revealed a lifetime of war and fear and
very real. I am living the real-life version of the evening world
betrayal.
news. Yet I am not afraid.
Afghanistan is a tough place far from home. Most people
Who is this person I am becoming?
in the US have never heard of Jalalabad. Rumors suggest that bin
I have been here in Afghanistan for only four weeks.
Laden himself still resides somewhere in this region.
Already my expectations have changed. Already the sound of
I have chosen to come to this place. I actively pursued a
explosions is not such a big event. I am living in a war-torn region
deployment to Afghanistan. I prepared for it in my return to
assisting in the creation of a new democracy. I continue to be
school. I studied Afghanistan
introduced to new peers
reconstruction efforts. I
as “the guy who was
actually want to be here.
evacuated only six hours
Amazing.
after landing at his first
Yes there are times I
post of his first mission.”
have been afraid. As I was
It is fun to be introduced
first arriving to Kabul, I
in this way. The changes
thought I must have lost my
in my life have become
mind. I wondered whether to
very real.
stay or go home. Then
My first introducsomething happened. I began
tion to Jalalabad included
to think in terms of taking
the sound of grenades
only one step at a time.
exploding and the noneInstead of reacting in great
too-distant repeating fire
big ways to each piece of
of a machine gun. Pillars of
information about the new
smoke from burning
level of danger, I realized that
buildings billowed into the
I can either take a step
sky. The airport and
forward or I can change
streets were empty—
direction. Realizing this
except for the rioters
option has greatly expanded
screaming and waving
my ability to see the bigger
their guns in the air. The
picture. It has allowed me to
“camouflaged” car we
acknowledge the fear and
Paul Steinkonig in Nuristain
jumped into was a beat up
keep on pursuing the life that I want to pursue. The fear does not
Corolla. Rather than riding in the white UN vehicles usually
have to cripple me.
employed, we were seeking anonymity in the midst of the chaos.
Upon my arrival in Afghanistan I was instructed that I
Incredibly my transport driver kept steering in the direction of the
would likely be posted to Kabul. Then the instructions changed
violence. At the last possible minute—and just before the driver
and I was sent to Jalalabad. Then designated to go to Kunar, I
caught up to the mob—we turned into the compound. The gates
ultimately ended up posting to Nuristan—one of the most remote
opened and closed quickly behind us with just enough time for a
regions of Afghanistan. A place of phenomenal beauty, high in the
quick under-carriage scan for explosive devices. I had arrived at
mountains and distant from all communication and contact, there
the United Nations headquarters for the Eastern Region of
are no telephones or televisions. With only a scattered few cars,
Afghanistan.
the only access considered safe enough for international workers
As I jumped out of the vehicle, the compound director
is by helicopter. Nuristan is on the list of high risk places to
screamed at me to get into the bunker. I left my things where they
sat in the driveway and scrambled to get into the relative safety of work—even by Afghanistan standards.
I do not live in Nuristan. No international workers will live
the concrete basement. The rest of the team was assembled there
there for the foreseeable future as it is too remote and too
and had food and water for several days if necessary. I was
dangerous. I will commute by helicopter to do my work. The time I
introduced and the team laughed as someone said “Welcome to
am not in Nuristan I spend in preparation. Yes, I have stepped into
Hell.” Soon we were ordered to get into flak jackets and load up
an amazing adventure.
the cars. Only being allowed 15kg of emergency luggage, I had to
I have taken this post with much thought and considerleave most of my things in the bunker—even though I had just
ation. Each step of the way I have reevaluated the reasons for
arrived. We were evacuating Jalalabad.
choosing this new career. My reasons for being here are many.
The UN personnel of the entire Eastern Region piled into
Working in Afghanistan is an incredible opportunity to be of
cars. We were 25 vehicles strong. We moved at high speed
service to the people of this region as they give birth to a new
through the narrow dirt streets of the small town, bumper to
Summer 2005 Man, Alive!
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A Letter From Afghanistan

Continued

democracy. In serving Afghanistan I also serve my country and
fellow Americans back home. My love for America has pushed me
to take this step. I contribute to creating a safer America by
helping make this chaotic place a little bit less violent. I am also
here as a representative of the most amazing country the world
has ever known: America. I choose to be here because I can be
here. I want to help out because I can help out. I have realized the
luxury of the life I live in America and I want to share that luxury
by giving of myself freely to those who do not have so much.

traditional ways of oppression and the new ways that celebrate a
growing acceptance of respect and appreciation for every human
life. My work is about helping people realize that every human
being has a right to speak up and be counted. Casting a vote is

Paul & local warriors

the clearest literal embodiment of this ideal.
Certain sectors of the population require specific attention
to encourage new behaviors in this traditional society. Persuading
women to vote is an active goal of electoral public outreach. The
UN recruits local women to help foster this change. Conservative
Paul & local villagers
Taliban rules oppress women in many ways. This oppression is
And I am here for my spirit. My spirit has led me here and here I
especially apparent when women are forced to wear the cloth
feel alive.
burkas covering the full face and body. The new vision for the
I have started the real work and the real reason for all the
Afghan society offers that women should contribute socially in all
changes I have made in my life. It is
the ways they can. The UN invites
hard to believe that three years
women to lift their burkas from their
have passed since leaving my
faces when they arrive for the job
psychotherapy practice in New
interview. The symbolic lifting of the
Mexico. In Washington, DC I
veil indicates an invitation for the
finished my degree in international
women to become more present in
policy. Now I am in Afghanistan
creating their future. It is amazing to
putting my former interviewing
see the women enter into the office
skills to work.
wearing burkas and then lift the
Today in Jalalabad I quescloth from their faces. Some of the
tioned 20 Afghan men and women
women respond easily. Others do so
about their qualifications for the job
timidly and with uncertainty. The
of electoral public outreach officer.
choice is their own. Change is
Only a few speak any English.
sometimes hard.
Trying to decide whether I should
I am pleased and proud to be
stand upon greeting a new applihere in Afghanistan working as a
cant, whether I offer a handshake,
United Nations Volunteer. I do not
Villager & guards
and whether I share equally in the
know exactly where this path will
decision making process with my interpreter is proving to be both lead me. I have opened myself to this adventure and find myself
enjoyable and difficult. I choose to opt for a respectful response
changing a little bit each day. Listening to my spirit has brought
whenever I am uncertain and so far this approach bears me well.
me to an amazing new place in my life. I look forward to what may
I am the international public outreach officer and I will hire
be around the next bend in the path as well.
four local counterparts to help me with the process of introducing
Regularly I recollect the experiences of my time with the
the elections to Nuristan. Public outreach involves preparing the
people I love and assess the journey I take. Many of you are here
people for the upcoming parliamentary elections. Working in this
with me in spirit and I thank you.
capacity means that I am walking the frontline between the
Love to you all,
Paul
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On the Santa Barbara Divide

Standing at the top of the Santa Barbara Divide,
the whole Pecos watershed
spreads a measureless green guilt below
that reaches the horizon.
Every tree is a thread
woven with uncountable others
into this dark, silent blanket.
Every acre, every square inch of it,
crawls with secret life,
each living thing hunting its food
and hiding in turn from its hunters.
Up here on this Olympian ridge,
surveying this immensity
above 12,000 feet and 12 miles from a road in any direction,
I am a god.
At the same time,
rocks older than 100,000 grandfathers
contemplate my 50-odd years with a yawn.
I am invisible in this wilderness
to any other eye that looks across it
to the ridge I so proudly straddle.
But I am also a link in this chain
as I hand the past at my left on to the future at my right –
no less than the coral polyp
that became the tiniest grain
of the limestone I stumble on,
retracing my steps back to the trailhead,
to my truck,
and to my place at the center of my life.

Brett Nelson 8/27/04
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The Taste Test
Bill Larsen
As a disabled combat veteran who
frequents a local coffee shop, I hear more
angry debate over the Iraq War than I will
ever need. In such conversations, as
grandiose notions of “liberation”, “neoimperialism” and “homeland security”
rocket around the room like shrapnel, I
usually say nothing at all.
At times however, because of my
history, I am asked to comment on some
aspect of this war or war in general. When
I’m foolish enough to take the bait, what I
say usually goes something like this:
Fundamentally, the decision to go
to war concerns the body, not the mind. In
this regard, my perspective is that of the
grunt, rather than the politician. In judging
the validity of this (or any) war, therefore,
it is my experience that the political leaders
who send our warriors into combat
virtually never consider the true value of
human suffering. This is not because
politicians are necessarily evil, but
because most simply lack experience of the
specific horror into which they send their
people. Consequently, as in the Iraq War,
our combatants are too often ordered into
battle by a president and congressional
members who have never experienced
combat and whose children are rarely
called to serve.
I’m no pacifist, but I do have a
rigorous standard for sending human
beings to war. I call it the “Mike McParlane
Taste Test”.
As a combat medic in Vietnam, I had
a best buddy with whom I connected on a
heartfelt level unimaginable in any other
setting. In the timeless manner of soldiers
everywhere, we covered each other’s
backs, delighted in our respective stories
of home , and shared the deep fears of
everyone touched by war, combatant and
civilian alike. Yes, his name was Michael
McParlane.
It was Spring of 1969, shortly after
the second Tet Offensive. Our company’s
mission was to intercept North Vietnamese
regulars, as they retreated from the urban
centers they had just attacked, and to
search out and destroy the elaborate
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bunker complexes housing them in the
deep jungle. When I had arrived in “the
field”, our company’s strength stood at
one-hundred-and-twenty men. Two
months later, when Mike joined us, we
were down to about seventy-five.
At one point we hit a lull. Charlie
seemed to have evaporated into the heavy
jungle brush. The bunkers we found were
old and empty, our nightly ambushes
unrewarded with the opportunity to kill or
be killed. This was fine with us grunts, but
not to our battalion commander whose
career advancement demanded ongoing
action and increased body counts. So, the
choppers were sent and we were lifted off
and dropped next to a newly discovered
bunker complex.
Later that day, a squad was
ambushed while crossing a small jungle
clearing. Everyone
got out of the
clearing except two
men, one shot in
the head, one
shot several
times throughout his
extremities.

Called to
the scene,
I crawled
out to
make a “house call” When I reached them,
the only thing I could do was slap on a few
bandages and return fire in the hope of
keeping our wounded from being wiped
out. This worked for a couple of minutes,
and then – BANG – a bullet struck my
chin, breaking my jaw in half and leaving
me face down in a pool of blood.
A lifetime later, I awoke to the
sound of someone calling my name.
Focusing, I saw Mike crawling
toward me with a rifle in one hand and a
field dressing in the other. The North
Vietnamese soldiers also saw him, and
opened the gates of hell unleashing all
their demons. Somehow, Mike made it to
my side. He released his rifle, and was
reaching out with the field dressing to

bandage my wound when – BANG – a
bullet tore through his left eye, squirting
blood and bodily fluids across my face and
into the gory cavernous hole that used to
be my mouth. For the next hour, passing in
and out of consciousness, I watched my
friend die, suffocating on his vomit as I
tasted his blood and eye tissue on my lips.
That’s it, the Mike McParlane Taste
Test.
It is applied every time a mother
gazes into the face of her dead son;
whenever an orphaned child cries for his
stricken father; at every instance a “grunt”
watches his buddy mutilated by shrapnel;
in every moment of pain and sorrow that
follows soldiers home after every war. If
“the cause” isn’t CLEARLY serious
enough to justify this ultimate sacrifice–
and waging war not ABSOLUTELY the last
alternative to our own destruction–it fails
this standard.
Basically, it comes down to one
simple question: is the human
suffering caused by our
aggression worth the cost?
Believe me, if you can’t fully
imagine your loved one’s
precious body splattered
on foreign soil, and still
say, “Yes, this particular
‘cause’ is worth my great
sacrifice”, it very likely is
not.
Please, consider the Mike McParlane Taste Test,
rather than the empty words of politicians,
when asking our loved ones to make the
ultimate sacrifice. Our own fanatics will tell
you otherwise, but giving full value to the
lives of our warriors is the first–and most
sacred — obligation we face in fulfilling
the age-old duty to “support the troops”.
Bill Larsen is a combat veteran and
psychotherapist who has worked with
many traumatized veterans in his practice
in Northern California. Now semi-retired,
he maintains a small private practice,
occasionally writes and co-inhabits a
thriving empty nest with his wife of thirty
years.

WOUNDED
By Michael Hamilton
As walked I through a cratered field,
and sensed the scent of warring.
Peaked the stench of bloodshed held,
within the mist for storing.
Rushing through my nostrils flared;
consist I in the terror,
and feared that all too soon should come
this bloodlet’s ruthless bearer.
With searing odors in my head,
my senses paint the hour,
and fearing for my very being
in crater leapt to cower.
But bomb had not this crater made,
at once I was to see;
it was a gaping, festered wound;
enough to swallow me.
And down within the bottom’s ooze
a sorrowed boy in pain.
Lived only he to guard the wound
and “help!” was his refrain.
A wound upon a boy I’d seen,
but boy on wound not ever;
and were it but my choice to make,
such sight I’d blind forever.
Then scurried I to flee the pit,
from one into another.
I cried out for an end to this;
each one was like the other.
Thus standing in this field of wounds,
in trembling tears to bless,
I saw the boys, their pits depart
approach to me address.
Gathered these, surrounding me
from flight I choose to stand;
my heart lodged in my throat as
they beckon for my hand.
Some speak to me in softest shame
of love concealed not spoken,

and I of them do know at once
that I’d not given token.
The image of thy sight, say some,
washed light upon our darkness;
and visions from thy wonderscape
has led our dreams from starkness.
And chants the youngest innocent
“Why fear you these you’re seeing?
For decades past we’ve called to you;
we are thy very being.”
“We are of you; these wounds be yours;
these fields be of your past.”
“We’ve waited here our lifetime through,
and thus you come at last.”
“Were it not for your growing strength,
we’d know not of each other,
nor would we keep the sacred vow,
to call to each as brother.”
“For distant lands you’ve wandered long,
we’ve come not here delaying;
your needs be must, and so go we.
Our death is in the staying.”
“Thy longing for desires seek;
our love is no summation.”
“Wish only we to be with you;
it is your own creation.”
“Grown large beyond your smallness sir,
both warrior and a king.”
“You cater not to masters now;
no longer chase the ring.”
“So Father-brother lead this force,
look not thy shoulder back.”
“Pursuers who be vanquished now,
from death shall not attack.”
“But give to us your only truths
as you were once to see.”
“Look back upon those times of truth
that we might share with thee.”
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GRANDE BRO
Todd Tibbals
1997. I’m 57 and haven’t had kids. I decide to become a
Big Brother. A humorless woman from the agency puts me
through an hour long inquisition. I’m restless. She asks if I live
alone.
“Yes, but I sleep with Juan Carlos!” She almost drops
her clipboard before I explain he’s my cat. Nevertheless they
match me with a 15 yr. old, Alberto. It’s on the job training for
both of us and lasts only three months, when he splits for Mexico
to join his abuela.
The Big Brother/Big Sister office is delighted I’m ready
for another go around. They have a hundred-boy waiting list.
This time it’s Chris, cute, 14, from a seemingly more stable home
situation. We get together weekly, cautiously probing each other.
I could get used to
this. Unhappily, after
five months an uncle
intervenes, saying the
family doesn’t trust my
motives. Adios, Chris!
What ARE
my motives anyway!?
So, the case worker
and I try deciphering
the cosmic tea leaves
and I dive into Little
Brother number three.
He’s Elmo, barely 12,
living with his mom,
Liz, in a mobile home,
and has never really
known a father. I have
no idea how a 12 yearold reacts to a balding
59-ish, never-married,
who bops in most
every weekend saying:
“Hey, dude, let’s hang
out”.
Turns out
Elmo and I share an
interest in art, music
(he’s a fledgling sax player), things outdoor, and a weird sense of
humor. The first few weeks he calls me an hour before I’m to
arrive, seeing if I’m really coming. We go out sketching, play
music duets, catch a play, the State Fair, go hiking or biking, grab
a meal. He starts attending a new mid school, Jimmy Carter, and
wants to know if I was alive when he was president. Touche!!
His grades are so-so. Smart kid but not academically inclined.
Elmo’s life is full of uncertainties—finances, his mother’s health,
school, extended family relations, etc.
About this time his brother, Jonathan, joins the Air
Force. I take Elmo on his first (of eventually four) backpacking
trips. I keep removing things from his pack as he complains of
fatigue. He is scared at night but insists we tell ghost
8 Man, Alive! Summer 2005

stories. Home, he passes around snapshots of squirrels at 50
yards, and brags that we actually carried everything we needed
on our backs. A few times when Elmo gets into trouble at home or
school Liz plays the “Todd card”, saying we can’t see each other
for awhile. I disagree, but she and I need to not speak with forked
tongue. The summer of ’02 I convince Liz to let me make off with
Elmo for the weeklong Unitarian family camp, La Foret in the
mountains of Colorado. He is velcroed to my hip early on at
camp, then blossoms in the teen group and by week’s end I coin
the phrase “Elmo sightings”. He is picked as teen rep for the next
summer.
Come 9th grade my fiancée, Andrea, and I help steer him
to a new charter school, Public Academy of the Performing Arts.
Very small classes, arts
oriented, seemingly a
good fit for Elmo’s
creative soul. However it
was the school’s
shakedown cruise and
prone to disruptions. So,
the next year Elmo
becomes a sophomore at
overcrowded West Mesa
High. I hold my breath.
He’s in the marching
band, begins discovering
girls and has a drawing
accepted in the State
Fair. More backpacking
the next summer and
another crazy skit
together at the La Foret
talent night. Andrea
becomes persuaded that
Elmo is offering me a
second adolescence—my
first being largely
squelched in the 1950’s.
He’s beginning to tag me
as the “old fogy” and I
dub him the “twerp”.
Ironically I’m helping this Hispanic young man with his Spanish
homework. Liz is having more physical contretemps and qualifies
for S.S disability, needing more support from her son. She
chuckles at our antics together and by now gives me more or less
carte blanche to introduce him to whatever.
At Andrea’s and my wedding reception Elmo stands up
at the open mike and roasts me affectionately. He begins going
through girl friends in short order. I tease him with: “Who’s your
sweetie du jour?” Sometimes I don’t even get to meet them before
they’re toast. He can scarcely fathom that in MY time girls almost
never called boys, and that I’d pace in front of the phone for half
an hour mustering courage to dial up a lass. He tutors me on how
to break up with someone via text messaging. Too late for moi!
Continued on next page

GRANDE BRO

Continued

For Elmo’s 17th birthday we take a wild ride through the
Taos Box in a raft. He’s becoming fearless. Summer of ’04 Elmo is
sultan of the teens at La Foret and we perform stand-up as Clinton
and Schwarzenegger. Over several months he almost lays waste to
my Honda clutch while I flinch next to him-—one time I wear my
bike helmet in the passenger seat as a joke. He finally commandeers his grandma’s hand-me-down Toyota, scores a license and,
voila: a girl magnet—or so he fantasizes.
His senior year Elmo develops some serious study
habits, even making honor roll. Ironically this happens when he’s
busiest—working weekends at an Italian eatery where he earns
respect as a solid worker and cheerful compa. I close my eyes and
envision him attending a smallish college, my visiting him in his
off-campus apartment, meeting his latest squeeze, and taking
philosophy. But by Jan. ’05 Elmo has decided to follow Jonathan
(who’s now career) into the Air Force. I tell him and Liz that I
strongly disagree, but it’s a fait accompli and I can’t coax him out
of it. Says he understands my neo-hippie stance, and teases me,
saying if I come to his graduation from Basic I’ll need to wear a
disguise to veil my true colors. But he knows I’ll support him in
whatever he undertakes.
His Spring Break is our swan song—our final backpack
trip in this phase of our lives. Four days in the Gila
Wilderness. This time he’s taking stuff out of MY pack, to put into
his. And he hikes me ragged. Feels like a changing of the guard!!
Around sundry campfires we have our best exchanges yet. I
become privy to more about my Little Brother than I could have
imagined, and he has waxed curious as to what it’s like to clock 65
and how one arrives there more or less in one piece. One of his
missions, he tells me, is to come back home in his Air Force
uniform, go to Appleby’s restaurant on Coors Rd, where a certain
ex-girlfriend (who dumped him) works, and just stand in front of
her so she “can see what she missed out on”!! Oh, life if simple at
17!!
May ’05 brings graduation and his 18th birthday. Proud
Elmo, proud Liz and other kin. And very proud Grande Bro!! A
call pours in from the case worker at Big Brothers/Big Sisters
telling me that since Elmo is now 18 our match is officially
terminated. “But” she adds. “Feel free to remain friends if you
like”!
I quickly phone Elmo and say: “Hey, Dude, guess what?
We now have permission to be lifelong friends”!! Right on!!
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From The Bottom Up
Philip Stultz
I was watching the scantily clad
women cavorting in chorus line, watersplashingly-skippy with joy over their
freshly shaved legs, when I heard the ‘tag’
for the thousandth time. . . ‘reveal the
goddess within’. . . And, as I am wont to
do when under-stimulated, I ‘flopped’ it.
‘Reveal the god within.’ It struck
my ears funnily, my hubris detectors
quickly clanged in, and I repeated it,
exploring various inflections. My favorite
was with deep, booming voice, emphasis
on ‘god’.
Yet, I am so used to women
being tagged ‘goddesses’ it has lost all
novelty. So, I decided to play with it at
work, ‘reveal’ my inner god (however
inadequate the nimbus) whenever I could
fit it into the conversation. Working
among a predominance of women, I was
interested in their reaction. They scoffed
mockingly, one and all, but failed to see
any parallel with the ‘goddess’ line, even
if I brought it up.
Granted, I work in a bureaucracy
not a timocracy, still their inequality
issues almost sidetracked me from what
was really nouveau – did I, too, want to
be deified?
Obviously, I am what I am,
except in the eyes of other humans,
and, if all men become gods, all
women already goddesses, one could
well argue all we’ve done is releveled the playing field with another
veil of dissemblance between.
Still, all logic aside, modern
life has been a consistent thrust to
live more ‘aristocratically’ (nightly
entertainments, servants – however
mechanical – to do our chores. . .
wheeling our way about insulated from the
hoi-polloi). And, once we, in general, have
been crowned, what brass ring remains
outside immortality?
Concurrently, I’ve met women
who acted like princesses, divas, even
queens, but not one who acted remotely
‘god-like’. Still, prime-time network
advertising is a calculating art, and if it is
not discarded, it’s working.
If women want to be goddesses,
if only to maintain equality, shouldn’t I
want to be a god? (Though not the
smoting type, the ranks assaulting that

Olympus are legion enough.)
So now, in my peripatetic
perlustrations, I must ask, what does it
mean to act like a god. . . what are the
affects of being termed a god. (On one
hand Greek mythology comes to mind, on
the other, far too many old B movies where
some gringo became an object of aboriginal adulation because of his cigarette
lighter.) Most intriguingly, what does it

god make a mistake, over-react, be human?
Does anyone really want to be perfect,
even if they only have to lie to themselves
to maintain it?
Lately, I’ve been realizing how
much healthier it is (mentally) for me to
accept my ‘shortcomings’ (which, oddly
enough, fail to measure up to ‘perfected
Ameri-man’, however protean that’s been
over the decades). Ironically, it seems the
less I beat myself up over them, the less
they keep me from measuring up. . . I
want to be good, such is my natural
tendency, but I’ve yet to find a corresponding teleology toward perfection.
Actually, it would be disconcerting to be deified – all those expectations one must live up to. . . And I
know, from a time or two, how basking
in that glow makes humility all the
harder to maintain. (One thing to be a
god, quite another to be married to
one.)
Parochial reflectors might
respond – they’re referring to the divine
within a person, and that’s always a
good thing. (Half-full, half-empty. . .
from the glass bottom the water appears
to be everything.) And yet that’s what
I’ve been circumscribing – keeping
things in perspective.
If that’s all we see of
ourselves, all we practice focusing on,
don’t we lose sight of our totality?
One might actually become ‘perfected’ (in the preternatural sense) by
either refusing or transcending their
humanity, but, then, are they still,
categorically, human? (Yes and no by
not being so, according to human
definitions – imagine the perfected
intellect. . . what a conundrum.)
Better yet, picture asking Mother
Nature to define the perfect human. . .
Could a perfect man be a perfect woman, or
would he be categorically proscribed for
his triumph? . . . I cannot picture the
perfect Indian elephant driver also being
the quintessential Siberian musher. (Heck,
for that matter, what’s the perfect skin
color?)
Once queried, might not Mother
Nature respond with a lovely, little smile

If women want to be
goddesses, if only to
maintain equality,
shouldn’t I want to be a
god?
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mean to consider yourself, even if only
secretively, worthy of deification?
I don’t think our present day
goddesses have the Greek archetype in
mind, for the curious thing about those
Greek deities was they were so human,
only more dangerously so. (When Zeus
infuriated Hera, she didn’t start some
nasty rumor buzzing about, she created a
gadfly to torment the tart.)
And, currently, can your basic
American consider a god without some
insinuation of Christ-like perfection
shimmering about the idolization. Can a

Continued on Page 11

From The Bottom Up
Continued
for her foolish creature’s sophomoric charm, and say: impressive as this human construction –
perfection – is, the best you were meant to be is you. . . Now run along and play, I haven’t
fixed-up this tsunami mess yet. . .
So let them prance, sun-kissed goddesses selling razors in their tropical paradise. . .
and let those who do buy it. Call me a god, call me scum, if it helps you get where you want to
be (though, honestly, I’m beginning to suspect the best life is reflection-free).
Once it was, no longer has to be – ‘what’s wrong with this world’ – just ‘what is’. As
Dumas recently shared with me across the centuries, ‘when living with fools, it’s best to study
foolishness.’ All French hubris aside, for I’ve appeared idiotic a time or two myself, let’s
translate, ‘when living with others, it’s wise to study otherness.’
So all I can do is conclude – Wow, some women respond to being called goddesses.
Do you think they’ll be able to top that, or could a crash and reset be immanent?

From The Editor
Continued

This circle is concentrating on
creating media and other programs to bring
about a greater awareness of
Intergenerational Inherited Grief. And
Guilt.
Many of us white privileged men
cannot see what role we have had in the
oppression and near total genocide of the
American Indian. We never shot or hung
any Indian. We didn’t personally drive
them from their lands; nor, in most instances, did our immediate ancestors
participate in the terror. We do, however,
relish the rewards—living where we do, as
we do, with our own language, freedom to
roam, all the privileges Jeffries lists in his
article. If you think hassling the Indian is
over, think again. Probating my mother’s
will began in February and will probably be
over in October, about eight months. The
head of the Tsiakami tribe of Maidus In
Grass Valley CA tells me his mother’s
estate will take 17 years to settle, which is
usual, thanks to policies and purposefully
slow processes of the BIA.
The Inherited Grief of the

American Indian (I don’t mean to exclude
other downtrodden groups, here) has led
to alcoholism, drug abuse, spousal abuse,
tribe-wide depression. One aim of our
circle is to find ways to come to terms with
the grief from the past that poisons the
present. And the white man, the colonists,
must come to terms with their own
Inherited Guilt. Now is as good a time as
any to deal with it—before we pass it
along to our descendants unrecognized.
As an innocent child, I often
jumped from a sand bank yelling “Bombs
over Tokyo!” Somehow the horrific trauma
of the world into which I was born made it
into my playtime, even though I have no
conscious memory of the war itself.
But this is where I came in and
before I leave this theatre I’d like to find a
way to make a course correction or two.
Man Alive! editor Dan Scanlan lives in
Grass Valley CA and can be reached at
coolhanduke@sbcglobal.net.
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Dancing With Death
Mark Bennett
At 55, it has become important to me to use death as a practice. Like many of you, I have now lost family and friends. I have
witnessed and been moved by friends whose children have died. And of course, Michael Hopp’s death last December had a powerful
impact on many of us. (I miss you, Michael!)
By keeping death at my shoulder as an ally, I am blessed with the fierce reminder to be about my “work” on this planet. This
reminder serves me by posing strong questions. What am I called to do to express my gifts? Who needs my love and support? Whose
presence in my life brings me joyfully alive? Any one of these questions helps me stay awake and pay attention. There is an African
proverb that captures it well:
When death finds you,
let it find you alive.
Somewhere in my outrage at the political and media agendas surrounding the Schiavo case, I woke up enough to realize that I
could use this energy to enlist death as an ally and further clarify my own credo about living and dying. I pulled out my durable power
of attorney, aka “living will,” and found it sterile and lifeless. So I wrote this piece.
Additional Statement to Accompany Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care
Dated 5/1/2005 for Mark D. Bennett
My loved ones…. I hoped you would not have to read this since it means I have lost the ability to express myself. I am unable
to tell you what I want. I was moved to write this after watching the unfolding tragedy of the Schiavo case. I want to make my wishes
clear. The attached legal document formally states my preferences and provides authority for you to act. Now, I want to speak to you
from my heart and lift as much of the weight from you as I can when you use this authority.
If you must decide about measures to keep me alive (ventilator, feeding tube, resuscitation, hydration, and any other medical
interventions), remember that you honor me and support my fundamental personal dignity to live or die as I choose by following my
beliefs and values.
1. I am not afraid of dying. I believe in a higher power. I also believe the soul survives physical death. I held Dad when he took his
last breath. I was as conscious and present as I have ever been. I knew in my bones in that moment that there is nothing to be afraid of.
Death is not my enemy to be staved off with heroic efforts at great emotional and financial cost. I have led a good life. I am willing to
cross over the threshold to what awaits me. Today may be a good day to die. Wherever my spirit goes after it leaves my body, I pray
that I can continue to hold you in love and be a source of protection and encouragement, so you may live a rich and full life for the rest
of your days.
2. I consider death and the manner of my death to be sacred. I object to courts, legislatures, presidents, doctors, and others interfering in deeply personal, spiritual matters. Although doctors can be our valued and trusted allies in this, I have seen firsthand how their
zeal, coupled with growing technological power, can create what I believe to be a kind of hell on earth in the name of “life.” Do get a
second or third opinion, if appropriate. Doctors are as fallible as the rest of us.
3. What I value most about being alive.
- Being with the people I love, able to give and receive love in all its forms
- The company of friends
- Being in the beauty of the natural world…hiking, climbing mountains, floating rivers, sleeping under the stars, skiing, snowshoeing,
sunrises and sunsets
- Being of service to others through mediation, teaching, writing, and facilitating.
- Reading and writing poetry
- The pleasure of reading and listening to good books
- Dancing, singing, and laughter, laughter, laughter
4. I do not consider a life without the power of reason and self-expression to be life in any meaningful sense. This life is a mysterious
journey and I cannot know fully what my purpose is to be on earth. Nor do I know how long I need to be here. I can imagine living with
major impairments and still having a life worth living, but my brain needs to function and the ability to relate to others meaningfully
needs to be intact. Comas, vegetative states, and the like are not life to me. If my powers of reason and self-expression are significantly
compromised or other capacities (touch, movement, speech) are completely gone, death would be a blessing. You may need to wait for
a reasonable time to eliminate the prospect of recovery. Then, if there is not a clear, strong prognosis for a return to a life I would want,
please let me go. Make me as comfortable and pain-free as possible and let me go!
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Dancing With Death
Continued from pg. 10
5. I want you to trust your heart. I know that the final assessment of prognosis and possibility rests with you. Honor your own deep
wisdom. Listen to your heart. Be gentle with yourself and love each other. I couldn’t be in better hands and I know you will love and
care for me in the best way.
6. My ceremonial wishes. I want to be cremated. Hold a memorial service, invite everyone, create ritual space, read my favorite
poems, remember our times together and the people, places, and things I loved, grieve, sing, love each other, hug a lot, and celebrate
life (mine and yours). Ask everyone who comes to do me the great honor of using my death as a reminder to fully embrace the one “wild
and precious life” each has been given. Divide my ashes and spread half in Ocate down by the stream and half on Lake Peak.
7. My final requests. If I have hurt you and the issue is not clear between us, I humbly ask you to forgive me. If there is something
for which you want my forgiveness, I give it to you wholeheartedly. Travel light. In the end, I believe that life is really about love.
Everything else is details. Remember how much love I have for each one of you and that love doesn’t die. Now that only your love for
me remains, take this love and give me away. The people in your life and our suffering world need all the love you have to share. BLESS
YOU!
_____________________________
Mark D. Bennett
Date: ___________

Witnessed by: ________________________________
________________________________

Forgiveness
is giving up all hope
of
having a better
past
Author unknown
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Laughter In the Pines
Summer Campout 2005
The theme for this summer campout will be “Laughter”
Laughter: the action of laughing.
Laugh: sounds of the voice and movement of the body to express mirth,
elation, amusement, ridicule, derision or joy (Webster‚s New World).

Ridicule & derision you say? Yes, there can be a dark side to laughter, but
generally it is joyous, spiritual and in many ways better than sex. Better
than sex you say?
Yes. Here are a baker’s dozen ways laughter is better than sex:
You can have laughter in public.
You can have laughter with anyone on the first date.
You can have laughter in a dark theater with strangers you will never see
(or want to).
You can have laughter with attractive associates at work.
You can have laughter with waiters, waitresses, bar maids or bartenders any
tme you wish.
You can have laughter with your parents, grandparents, children, brothers
and sisters.
You can have laughter with your favorite movie star, the President or even
the First Lady.
You can laugh with the help in department stores.
You can laugh when your partner is out of town.
You can laugh with someone the phone or on line, and it is real.
You can laugh with the cop who is writing you a ticket.
Hey! You can laugh with ANYONE regardless of their plumbing or how they use it!
Just as important as all of the above, you can laugh with EVERYONE at this
year’s Summer Campout (AKA “Laughter In the Pines”).
When: From 5:00PM Friday July 29th thru 1PM Sunday July 31.
Where: In the glorious pines of the mountains east of Cuba, New Mexico.
What: Camping and camaraderie
Opening and closing ceremonies (jokes)
Talking Circles (jokes)
Gift exchange
Communal meal (if someone will take charge and organize it)
Sweat Lodge (led by Joseph Woods — jokes?)
Hiking (you’re on your own for this)

Cost:

Early Bird (before July 1) - $35
Regular (after July 1) - $45
At the camp site
- $55

How: Contact Greg at 505-250-2855 or AbqGent@CableOne.net for registration.
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Why We, As Males, Behave
The Way We Do
Donald B. Jeffries, MPA, MSW
Editor’s Note: In his last two articles,
Donald laid out some of the problems he
observed in the way our annual Men’s
Wellness conferences are structured, and
suggested ways to improve them and our
statewide movement.
In this article, he addresses some of the
reasons we are motivated to behave the way
we do, as males, and use the kind of
language we use, both as a result of largely
unconscious cultural ‘scripts’ that we have
been taught. Given that most of the men
attending the conference are white heterosexual males, he is going to address the
kinds of ‘privilege’ we possess in American
culture.
——————————I’ve vigorously noted the inappropriateness of the ‘jokes’ that are told at the
Men’s Wellness Conference (last year
and all the previous years I attended
the gathering – especially, though not
solely, on “Talent Night”) and how use
of that kind of language doesn’t flatter
the culture of nonwhite males, gay
males, and of women.
One of the best articles I’ve ever read on
this subject is a short piece by Peggy
McIntosh entitled White Privilege:
Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack [Winter
1990 issue of Independent School]. (To
see the whole article, ‘Google’ her name
and the reference will pop up.) Ms.
McIntosh very clearly lays out many of
the ‘invisible’ privileges that we, as
whites and as males, are given by our
culture. What is important to note is
that these advantages are only invisible
to us, not to nonwhite people or to
women (though white females have
certain cultural privileges also, just for
being white). It’s a multi-level problem.
The analogy of the fish in the ocean is
apt here: to the fish, the ocean is simply
reality. The fish doesn’t have any
‘exterior’ concept of swimming in the
ocean; the ocean simply IS what it
swims in. It’s only an outside observer,

like humans, who note, “the fish swims
in the ocean”. In the same way, whites
have their own “ocean of privilege”,
and white males have “another ocean
of privilege” on top of that. And we
don’t notice this “ocean of privilege”
(it’s invisible to us) precisely because,
for us, it IS ‘reality’. It’s difficult for us
to be outside of it, and see it ‘looking
back’. But females notice our male
privilege, and nonwhites are very
much aware of our [and that of white
females] white privilege. They’re
“observing from the outside”.
In her article, Ms. McIntosh notes [as a
white female]:
I think whites are carefully
taught not to recognize white
privilege, as males are taught
not to recognize male
privilege...I have come to see
white privilege as an invisible
package of unearned assets
that I can count on cashing in
each day, but about which I
was “meant” to remain
oblivious. White privilege is
like an invisible weightless
knapsack of special provisions, maps, passports,
codebooks, visas, clothes, tools,
and blank checks.
She has a long list of ways that white &
male privilege plays out, a few of
which, that I feel apply to our behavior
at the conferences, I will paraphrase
here:
• I can speak in public to a
powerful male group without
putting my race or sexual
orientation on trial.
• I am never asked to speak for
all the people of my racial group.
• I can go home from most
meetings of organizations I
belong to feeling somewhat
tied in, rather than isolated,
out-of-place, outnumbered,
unheard, held at a distance,
feared, joked about or ridiculed.
• My culture gives me little fear

about ignoring the perspectives and powers of people of
other races, genders or sexual
orientations.
• I can worry about racism
without being seen as selfinterested or self-seeking.
• I can arrange my activities so
that I will never have to
experience feelings of rejection
owing to my race, gender, or
sexual orientation.
• I will feel welcomed and
“normal” in the usual walks of
public life, institutional and
social.
White privilege allows whites, males,
and heterosexual people to “freely
disparage, fear, neglect, or be oblivious
to anything outside of the dominant
cultural forms.... Whiteness/maleness/
being heterosexual protects [them] from
many kinds of hostility, distress, and
violence, which [they] were being
subtly trained to visit, in turn, upon
people of color [and gay men].”
Ms. McIntosh really hits home when
she notes, “I have met very few men
who are truly distressed about systemic, unearned male advantage and
conferred dominance.” She stresses
that we need to ferret out how that
privilege affects us in our daily lives
and notes that “our white students in
the United States think that racism
doesn’t affect them because they are not
people of color; they do not see “whiteness” as a racial identity.” Further
“[race and gender oppression] both
take active forms...which as a member
of dominant groups one is taught not to
see.” [Italics added]
I might note that any of us, at any time,
can feel like we don’t belong or aren’t a
part of the group (male sexual abuse
survivors often feel this way); what I’m
pointing out an unconscious pattern of
cultural behavior which places persons
who are not members of the ‘dominant
Continued on Page 19
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The Screw
By Dan Scanlan
Mom and Dad died about ten years apart
Dad, he went first with a congestive heart
Momma got a lump deep inside her lung
She liked Pall Malls and the way Dad was hung.
They had nine kids, a good one every one,
Never threw one back but kept every daughter and son
They bought themselves a house, but it wasn’t big enough
So they built on and on, they built it strong and tough
Momma said, “Say, Poppa, we got all these kids
We ought to leave ‘em something when they close our lids.
We brought them in this world, one big hectic race
Our one and only job is to give them a safe place.”
Poppa said, “Say, Momma, we ought to buy some land.”
Momma said, “Hey, Poppa, I know that would be grand.”
They bought a vacant lot that sat there all alone
They bought two more homes, one from Mr. Stone.
One sad day it came, the day to sell the lot
For sale signs in the yard and the market was hot
I bought a sign from Home Depot, missing one small screw
I found one in the shed, ‘twas the only one ‘twould do.
I had seen that screw before — on the kitchen cupboard door
It held fast the red drawer pull, many paint jobs ago
I saw it on the lever of a New Departure brake
On the rear wheel of a bicycle they no longer make
I saw it on a tin can, a headlight on an orange crate
Hurtling down Deadman’s Hill, dragging a stick for a brake
Without regard for cars or cats or even potholes
Could’ve crippled us to a life of very different roles.
And now that screw secures the sign that sells the spread
I had seen that screw before, now it lives on in my head
Great grandkids and grandkids, a host spread all around
Twist into the future that Mom and Dad found.
Yeah, Mom and Dad died about ten years apart
Dad, he went first with a congestive heart
Momma got a lump deep inside her lung
She liked Pall Malls and the way Dad was hung.
©2005 Dan Scanlan
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The Father/Daughter Conference
Walter Ganz

The headline might as well read: The FIRST Father/
Daughter Conference, because we all came away with “what a
wonderful experience!” and let’s do it again!”
So that was the first father and daughter conference held
at Ghost Ranch on Juse 3, 4 and 5 with thirteen fathers and
eighteen daughters. The conference grew out of the fact that
fathers were bringing their sons to the Men’s Wellness Fall
Conference and the feeling of fathers with daughters: “Well, what
about us?”
The idea caught on, and a planning committee consisting
mostly of fathers and some telephone input from daughters put
together this first event modeled in many ways on the Men’s
Wellness conferences, but with some unique touches which
created a wonderful sense of safety and intimacy. Fathers came
mostly from New Mexico, with one father, a former Santa Fe
resident, coming from Vancouver, Washington. Daughters came
from all over the country from as far away as Florida and New
York. Daughters’ ages ranged from 20 to 47, and some were
mothers. One father brought three daughters.
What did we really experience? A great deal of honesty
from both daughters and fathers and a feeling of greater closeness. Two themes stood out for Victor La Cerva who was there
with one daughter — fathers’ emotional unavailability as noted by
daughters and the daughters’ eagerness not to disappoint their
fathers.
The opening session Friday evening was a large circle,
and while the fathers largely knew each other and felt comfortable
about talking, the daughters, for most of whom this was a new
experience and who did not know each other, had to overcome a
certain reluctance. But following small group gatherings and a
return to a large circle, things opened up. A fishbowl exercise and
gender groups (man and women meeting separately) created
further intimacy.
One of the most successful events was the closing
ceremony on Sunday, which was planned entirely by the daughters.
Barry McIntosh led the conference with his usual sure
touch and was assisted by Victor La Cerva, Hank Blackwell, Terry
Wheaton and Greg Gardner. (Sorry, if I left anybody out.)
There is general agreement to have a second conference
next year on the second weekend in June. We are looking for
planning volunteers, particularly daughters, and daughters are
expected to play a much larger part in planning and executing the
conference than they did this year. Volunteers or simple people
who may wish to attend, please be in touch with Victor La Cerva
at victor.lacerva@doh.state.nm.us or 505-983-4233 or Barry
McIntosh, kbmac@cybermesa.com or 505-699-7431 (day phone).

All I ever wanted . . .
was to spend time with my dad
to feel his love
to know him better
to feel that I matter
for him to acknowledge my feelings
for him to let me know I am special.
Thanks to the father-daughter retreat,
I now have those wants.

Elizabeth Curran
(Bob McMain’s daughter)
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DIRECTORY OF CONTACTS FOR MEN’S GROUPS IN NEW MEXICO
This directory is a work in progress. Please send corrections, additions and subtractions to GaryMcFar@aol.com. Let’s get every
men’s group in New Mexico represented on this list. It will provide a rapid means of disseminating information pertinent to Men’s
Wellness among groups. Also, if you are interested in joining a group, you can use this list to find a group in your area and then
contact the representative to find out if the group is open or not, its exact meeting place and if it meets your needs. GaryMcFarland.

Northern Region
Max August — Santa Fe — 820-1248
maxaugust@earthlink.net
Intergenerational group “Wounded and Clueless”
Michael Hamilton — Santa Fe — 699-3936
eagle_call@msn.com
Rob Hawley — Taos — 758-8176 rob@taosherb.com
— New Warriors group
Victor LaCerva — Santa Fe — 983-4233
victorL@doh.state.nm.us
Robert Spitz — Santa Fe — 988-3541
robtspitz@aol.com — Wednesday Lunch Group
Paul Zelizer -- Taos — 758-9066
mrc@laplaza.org
Men’s Resource Center of Northern New Mexico

Central Region
Dave Breault — Albuquerque — 266-9233
dbreault@lobo.net
Bob Hollingsworth — Albuquerque — 294-4908

Writer’s group and a regular group

Gary McFarland — Tijeras — 286-4502
garymcfar@aol.com
David Robertson — Albuquerque – 344-5489
robertson_d@aps.edu
Pat Sauer — Albuquerque — 299-6749
pasacom1@yahoo.com
Steve Smith — Rio Rancho — 892-6142
steve-kendra@newmexico.com
Todd Tibbals — Albuquerque — 898-7351
tbtibbals@aol.com
Sal Treppiedi — Albuquerque — 275-7258
salteaches@yahoo.com
Hartley Wess — Albuquerque — 243-6888
hartleywess@excite.com
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Southern Region
Neal Apple — Silver City apple-allen@gilanet.com
René Dominguez — Silver City -- 534-0580
renedom@aol.com
Tony Harris — Las Cruces — 524-1899
antix@zianet.com
Jim Rogers — Las Cruces — 524-9216
newvisjr@direcpc.com

Websites of interest to Men:
www.nmmenswellness.org
www.menshealthnetwork.org
www.malemenopause.com
www.vix.com/menmag
www.menstuff.org
www.themenscenter.com
www.menalive.com
communities.msn.com/nmmenswellness

NM Men’s Wellness

Calendar of Events

Brown Bag Lunch – Santa Fe: Wednesdays noon – 1:30 p.m. at the Men’s Center (54 1/2 E. San Francisco 2nd floor
(just off the plaza, enter the door to the right of the Hagen-Daz store). The “BROWN BAG LUNCH” is a “come one,
come all” men’s lunch group that has been meeting in Santa Fe for the past twelve years. A place to share from the
heart and be listened to from the heart. Contact (505) 690-6619 for more information.
Men’s Lunch Group - Albuquerque: Fridays 11:45 -12:45 p.m., at the Father and Family Center, 3214 Purdue Pl.,
N.E. (one block north of Central, west off Wellesley). A drop-in men’s support group for men to talk about concerns and
issues in their lives. Contact Dave Breault (505) 266-9233.
Men’s Wellness Adopt-A-Highway Project: Date to be anounced. Meet at Exit 234, I-25 and Tramway, at 9:15 a.m..
Park on the southeast corner of the intersection in the open area next to the freeway. Contact: Bob McMain at 2481001 OR David Johnson at 266-9960, or to be added to the project email list, email rdrunr@zianet.com.
New Mexico Men’s Wellness 2005 Spring Retreat: Friday, April 15 thru Sunday, April 17, 2005. The theme will be
“Attachment and Letting Go”. Contact: Jay Zeiger (505) 455-1158 email: zeig-fisk3@juno.com OR Doug Booth (505)
757-2697.
New Mexico Men’s Wellness 2005 Fall Conference: Starting @ 7 PM Thursday, Oct 27, 2005 to 1pm Oct 30, 2005
- Ghost Ranch; Abiquiu, NM; Theme: TBA; Contact: Tony Harris (505) 526-2398 (day) (505) 647-9670 (eve), email:
abharris@zianet.com.

New Mexico Men’s Wellness Father/Daughter Conference: June 3,4,5, 2005 - Ghost Ranch, Abiquiu, NM.
Contact: Michael Kauffman 505-421-2421 e-mail: windhorse @ plateautel.net.

Why We, as Males, Behave the Way We Do
Continued

group’ [whichever group has dominance in a particular setting] in the
‘outside position’ because dominant
group members can’t see this problem
due to their cultural education.
Often our ‘jokes’ are self-deprecating or
defensive, and say more about our need
to alleviate our own discomfort in a
particular setting than they do about
our feelings or deeply held beliefs
about other people or groups. The
problem is that most ‘jokes’ hurt
someone [sometimes ourselves] and
that, while humor is important, necessary, and often helpful to relieve
emotional stress, there are kinds of
humor that are ‘appropriate’ and those
which are ‘inappropriate’. And what is
inappropriate are jokes which result in
hurting others in the process, especially other persons who are either
present or for whom we want our

men’s movement to have value.
Unfortunately, nonwhites, gay men,
and women, in particular, are adversely affected by our ‘invisible’ [to us]
white heterosexual privilege. They
often become the ‘butt’ of our jokes,
precisely because they aren’t members
of the ‘dominant’ group — not simply
‘dominant’ at our conferences, but
‘dominant’, power-wise, in American
culture.
Hence, it is critical that we, as men who
are actively seeking to heal our emotional wounds and become emotionally
healthy males, look at these unconscious privileges, so thoroughly
incorporated in our use of language, so
that we can assist in the healing of the
planet. In the process, through our
behavior and speech, we can stop
being part of the problem, and instead
become an integral part of the solution.

In this regard, I propose a workshop,
that I will design (with the assistance
of other antiracism colleagues here in
St. Louis) for presentation at the annual
men’s wellness conference, which
would give men attending the gathering the ‘tools’ for heightened awareness of these issues and a way to more
effectively approach their behavior and
language when in the company of
people unlike themselves. Such a
workshop would allow us to begin the
process of “sitting outside the ocean of
privilege” and focus on change, rather
than simply what is wrong and why.
Donald B. Jeffries is President/CEO of
Mariposa Men’s Wellness Institute and
can be reached at PO Box 8058, St.
Louis, MO 63156 (www.mmwi-stl.org),
By email at mariposa51@sbcglobal.net.
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Laughter In the Pines
Summer Campout 2005
The theme for this summer campout will be “Laughter”
Laughter: the action of laughing.
Laugh: sounds of the voice and movement of the body to express mirth,
elation, amusement, ridicule, derision or joy (Webster‚s New World).
When: From 5:00PM Friday July 29th thru 1PM Sunday July 31.
Where: In the glorious pines of the mountains east of Cuba, New Mexico.
What: Camping and camaraderie
Opening and closing ceremonies (jokes)
Talking Circles (jokes)
Gift exchange
Communal meal (if someone will take charge and organize it)
Sweat Lodge (led by Joseph Woods — jokes?)
Hiking (you’re on your own for this)
Cost:

Early Bird (before July 1) - $35
Regular (after July 1)
- $45
At the camp site
- $55

How: Contact Greg at 505-250-2855 or AbqGent@CableOne.net for registration.
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